The Domain Report
A good website starts with a good domain name. To create a strong brand presence, it needs to be
memorable, unique and ownable, ensuring your customers can easily find you online.
We’ve looked at which countries have more registered domains than anywhere else, along with the
biggest domain registrars, the most expensive domains and the website building tips to help turn your
domain name into a dominant force.

What is a TLD? Here’s why they are important
A TLD, or top level domain, can come in two different formats: gTLDs (generic top level domains) and
ccTLDs (country code top level domains).
Originally, all TLDs had unique purposes. You had .com (commercial), .org (organisation) and even .edu
(education), all specifying what role that website played. Now that’s no longer the case, and TLD
registration is mostly open for everyone. The only exceptions are things like .gov, which is exclusively
reserved for government websites.
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China’s digital presence dominates the world wide web

It might come as no surprise to see that China claims top spot. With over 25 million registered domains,
the Chinese digital presence dominates the web. The country code for Chinese domains account for one
of every nine domains on the internet!
The .cn ccTLD (country code top level domain) is predominantly used by Chinese businesses, with
enough of them in operation to make China a domain superpower.
Even though China’s digital presence is so strong, not all websites or website builders are available in the
country. For example, Wix is not available in the country, despite being one of the most popular website
builders in the world.

Tokelau is home to over 25 million domains, but why?
Tiny Tokelau is a group of islands in the South Pacific Ocean, cut off from the rest of the world with only
around 1,400 inhabitants. There’s no real infrastructure there, no tourist industry, and definitely not
millions of businesses selling their goods.
So how come it’s home to an incredible 25,124,143 registered domains? The answer is simple: registering
a domain name there is free.
A percentage of the subscription fee goes to the people of Tokelau, making their domain service one of
the island group’s most successful sources of revenue.
While you have to pay to host something on a .com or .co.uk domain, registering a website with .tk (the
Tokelau TLD) is absolutely free for the first 12 months, with only a small subscription fee required after
this period expires. The flipside of domain name registration being free is that it is used more than others
for scams and phishing campaigns.

The United States isn’t a digital superpower based on domains

The United States could be considered the top digital dominator in the world because most web hosting
companies, website builders, and domain registrars are based in the country. Howevers, it’s size would
be much smaller based on the number of country code top level domains registered there.
Unlike their current status as global political power, the United State’s influence would decrease
significantly if the world was all online. With only 4,185,568 registered domains using their official .us
TLD (it’s not .com - we’ll get to that later), they fall down to number 14 on our map, smaller than the likes
of Brazil (4.3m), Mali (5.6m) and Gabon (6.5m).

The .uk TLD makes the United Kingdom the fourth largest digital dominator
With over 17 million registered domains, the UK is our domain map’s fourth largest country. Their official
TLD is .uk, however this is most commonly seen as .co.uk (the ‘co’ standing for commercial). Other .uk
domains exist, such as .net.uk, .gov.uk and .me.uk, helping increase the country’s dominance.

The top TLDs of the internet

The biggest top level domain on the internet is .com
The .com TLD accounts for a huge 34.98% of the internet, with over 176 million domains using it.
However, .com isn’t the official TLD of the USA like you might think. While it is registered in the States, it
actually started out as a specific domain for commercial websites, only being opened up to public use in
the mid-90s.
Thanks to ICANN (the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers), .com websites can now
be accessed by anyone, no matter where they are.

Only 1.07% of the internet is registered in France
The French TLD, .fr, is one of the smallest in the world, with only 5,373,766 domains registered with it.
Part of the reason why it’s so small is the amount of territories that make France up. Each one has its
own separate domain, limiting the potential for .fr to hold a true monopoly. Other countries such as the
United States and United Kingdom have a similar strategy for smaller territories, but they are less
affected because, ironically, the lingua franca of the web is English.

The biggest domain registrars of all time
If you register your website on GoDaddy, you’re in the majority. The site is home to 73,429,006 domains,
making it the most successful on the market. Our research shows GoDaddy is a bit expensive when it
comes to domain registration though, even if their website builder boasts the best customer service of
website builder platforms.
NameCheap comes in second place with 13,633,482 registered domains, while Tucows Domains is third
with 11,353,239.

The most expensive domains ever bought (and sold)
Buying and selling domains is actually a large industry because a domain name is an instant boost for a
web presence. Some domains are worth more than others due to their notoriety or what the domain
name can stand for, such as household names like Cars.com or even Hotels.com.
TechRadar looked at a variety of factors in order to determine how much value these domain names
could possibly command in 2021.
As a note, this formula references the domain name only, not the net worth of a brand. To determine the
value of the most expensive domains ever bought if they were sold in 2021, this study utilized the
following metrics to create a value for the domains at present day.
●

The price of inflation

●

Cost per Click

●

Monthly Traffic

●

Yearly Traffic

●

Organic search

●

Search volume for domain terms

California.com’s value has increased by $40 million
The official website for the state of California cost $3 million in 2019, but now it’s a lot more expensive at
$43 million. While location specific TLDs might be a thing of the past, having your location right there in
your web name sure brings value to your brand.

Hotels.com could be worth up to 47.89% more in 2021
Hotels.com is a great example of a domain that has an instant presence. You know exactly what this
website is about: hotels. Sold for $11,000,000 in 2001, Hotels.com has increased in traffic as well as
online presence so it could be worth up to $16,267,783 two decades later in 2021.

Building the best website and online presence
Building the best website for your brand and creating the strongest online presence begins with your
domain name. Once you have identified the best domain name to register for your website, you can
begin building it. We have all of the information and details you’ll need to choose from the top 50 best
website builders for your brand.

Methodology
To determine the digital size of every country, TechRadar utilized data from https://domainnamestat.com
to identify the number of domains registered by ccTLD. To identify the number of top level domain types
worldwide, the study also used the same source (DomainNameStat.com) which correlates to the world’s
most popular TLDs. This source was also utilized to identify the number of domains registered under
each major registrar (ex. GoDaddy) because registrars help protect your domain and the content in your
website.
Each of the most expensive domains ever sold was sourced from Wikipedia and DomainSherpa.com,
reputable sources which analyze domain sales. As a note, the price of the domain now does not include
the brand as well. The values are based on the domain name alone. To determine the current value of
these websites, if sold in 2021, the TechRadar Domain Report study utilized the following metrics to
create a formula which would project the current sale value:
●

CPC in $USD

●

Inflation price x years since last domain sale

●

Monthly traffic volumes Similarwebs.com

●

Yearly traffic volumes from Similarwebs.com

●

Organic search for the domain

●

Search volume for the domain name without the TLD

Data is available for use here with credit to TechRadar.com.

